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Abstract: We propose a vsible light communication scheme utilizing red, green and blue light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) and three color-tuned photodiodes. Amplitude shift keying modulation
is considered, and its effect on light emission in terms of flickering, dimming, and color render-
ing is discussed. The presence of interference at each photodiode generated by the other two
colors is used to improve detection since interference is symbol-dependent. Moreover, the ca-
pability of the photodiodes to follow the LEDs speed is considered by analyzing the possibility
of equalizing the received signal, and also self-interference mitigation is proposed. The system
performance is evaluated both with computer simulations and tests on an Arduino board imple-
mentation.
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1. Introduction

Visible light communications (VLC) can be an effective complementary technology to radio
frequency (RF) especially for its flexibility of adoption in places like airplanes and hospitals
where the use of RF is limited or forbidden.

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) are increasingly used as a more power efficient illumination
sources than incandescent lamps, meeting the requirements for global electromagnetic pollution
reduction. Moreover, since LEDs can quick react to driver signals, they allow the accomplish-
ment of data transmission while illuminating which is the distinctive characteristic of a VLC
system [1].

This paradigm, transmitting while illuminating, adds new constraints to the communication
system that are tailored to common lighting standards. In this regard, the problem of dimming
has been tackled [3,4] and inverse source coding is employed for improving the performance of
a VLC system working according to non-return-to-zero on-off keying (NRZ-OOK) and M-ary
pulse amplitude modulation (M-PAM), respectively. More, since analog dimming reflects on the
symbols amplitude change, an optimization method for PAM schemes, based on the probability
distribution and intensity of the constellation points, in order to meet the dimming requirements
has been proposed in the literature [5].

Still regarding amplitude modulation 4-amplitude shift keying (ASK) modulation and digital
filtering are used to enhance the transmission rate of white-light LED in VLC transmission [6].
By employing a commercial LED with a bandwidth of 1 MHz and implementing the receiver
with a finite impulse response (FIR) digital equalizer it has been possible to achieve a commu-
nication rate of 20 Mbit/s, without using any optical blue filter.

An additional resource for rate improvement is represented by the use of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) architectures, in fact, it is known that good performance cannot be
achieved using single-input single-output (SISO) solutions [7]. The most significant rate im-
provement relies therefore on the use of multiple transmitters and receivers with the possibility
of following a ganging approach, where all LEDs carry the same data, or a MIMO one where
each LED transmits an independent data stream. Furthermore, using red-green-blue (RGB)
LEDs is preferable with respect to phospor-based LEDs since each color component has a
higher bandwidth and the three different channels can be used for increasing the data through-
put. It is important to note that luminaries mainly used for VLC are either phosphor based or
three-chromatic LEDs, i.e. RGB LEDs. The former ones are easier to design and less expen-
sive than RGB LEDs, though, due to problems related to the degradation of the phosphor, the
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coating of a blue LED with a yellow phosphor causes a lower luminous efficacy compared
with RGB LEDs. More, phosphor-based LEDs have a very limited modulation bandwidth (few
MHz). Three-chromatic LEDs, instead, have a higher bandwidth per channel and, moreover, can
use three channels for increasing the data throughput. Some schemes using RGB are proposed
in the literature [8–10]. One solution [8] considers different modulations formats to achieve a
very high data rate, of the order of Gb/s, by using a single commercial RGB-White LEDs and
three RGB LEDs. At the transmitter perfect channel knowledge is required in order to perform
bit-loading. So the experiment considers a preliminary channel measurement and an off-line
optimization. This solution requires that when channel changes due to relative angle or distance
between transmitter and receiver variations, the channel must be newly measured and optimiza-
tion rerun and different light intensities arranged. Moreover, this does not necessarily lead to
white light emission. In VLC systems employing wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) an
important issue is the channel crosstalk due to the presence of spectral overlap over different
colors, even when optical filters are applied at the receiver. The impact of this issue on the VLC
performance has been recently studied [11]. In this regard, one work [9] measures the effect of
interference of other colors on the main color (for example bite error rate (BER) reduction due
to green and blue component on a red channel). A pre-compensation filter at the transmitter is
adopted as well as a digital feedback equalizer (DFE) at the receiver. DFE so requiring channel
knowledge that is assumed present both at the transmitter and the receiver.

In a different and interesting work, least mean square with decision directed mechanism
is considered with 3 LEDs and 3 photodiodes [10]. Experimental results report that, using a
512-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) scheme, a peak data rate of 4.22 Gb/s has been
achieved, although measured at a 1 cm distance and considering a remarkable per channel band-
width of about 156 MHz. That scheme still assumes to have perfect channel knowledge at the
transmitter since pre-equalization is performed and the Authors claims for equalization of chan-
nel with 3 to 53 taps. This is very costly for a computational point of view and misconvergence
of the equalizer is not discussed [12]. A further data rate improvement is presented later [2] us-
ing an additional channel (yellow) and carrierless amplitude phase (CAP) modulation, however
the issue of having complex equalization mechanism still hold true.

Some of the above cited contributions present high data rate systems, even though consid-
ering a very limited communication distance in the order of few centimeters. In this sense,
remarkable improvements are highlighted in the literature where the authors demonstrate a
WDM based VLC link able to perform over a range between 1.5 and 4 meters [13]. By us-
ing an avalanche photodiode module and a commercial red-green-blue-yellow (RGBY) in a
4-channel transmission implemented with discrete multitone modulation, bit loading and power
loading, a maximum aggregate data rate of 5.6 Gbit/s is achieved at 1.5 meters. Still, perfect
channel knowledge is assumed and the received data are offline processed. Moreover, lighting
constraints are demonstrated to be met, providing also an overall white light emission. Another
WDM VLC architecture has been successfully tested over a 2 meters indoor channel [14]. Signal
pre-equalization and CAP modulation allow the achievement of a 4.5 Gb/s rate by using com-
mercial RGB LEDs and photodiodes. High performance in terms of BER are guaranteed by a
Volterra nonlinear equalizer implemented at receiver side in order to compensate the nonlinear
behavior of the LED. By observing what the literature has proposed till now, it appears that the
high data rates achieved are mainly due to the large band of the system and rich modulation for-
mats employed. Equalization mechanisms at the receiver are well performing but, sometimes,
very costly. Furthermore the perfect channel knowledge at the transmitter, very often assumed,
constrains the analysis to a static channel scenario. hence, in the recent past, few attention
has been paid to realistic assumptions towards the implementation of a communication system.
Moreover, no considerations about the complexity of the processing required to perform detec-
tion have been usually carried out. Besides solutions that claim for ability of tracking channel
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performed tests without any mobility.
For the above reasons, we propose a system employing ASK modulation where white light

should be granted as a constraint and we employ three LEDs one tuned on red, one on green
and one on blue. We measured the quality of light in terms of brightness and color rendering
perceived by people via subjective tests. We use also three photodiodes at the receiver each
one tuned on the above emitted colors. The choice of using multiple LEDs in place of a single
white LED is justified by the possibility of increasing rate by resorting to the MIMO paradigm
of spatial multiplexing. The choice of using multiple photodiodes is because this allows to
have less costly processing operated in parallel. Moreover, our detection mechanism aims at
reducing interference from different colors to the detected one (from example green and blue
on red) but, at the same time, it uses interference for detection since it carries information. We
provide also an experimental setup based on Arduino-Due board.

2. System model

Let us consider the presence of three LEDs (as depicted in Fig. 1), each tuned on a different
wavelength, namely, red, green and blue (RGB), so to have as transmitted signal in the signaling
interval TP

s(t) =
∑

c∈C
Ac sc (t) (1)

where the set C = {R,G, B} collects the three different colors, the term Ac ∈ A = {1, 2, ...,M }
can assume each of the M different amplitudes and sc (t) is the signal representing the light
emitted by the c-th color LED in a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) way. It is important to note that
different colors exhibit different sc (t). The presence of the term Ac implicitly means that the

ADC

ADC

ADC

EQ

EQ

EQ

ML MOD0 1 0 0 … 0 1 0 0 …

LENS OAF

Fig. 1. Scheme of the transmitter, channel and receiver.

R, G, B LEDs can, symbol by symbol and LED by LED, emit different light intensities. Since
this reflects also on illumination service, it is important to analyze the relationship with respect
to three different issues. The first one is related to the flickering of the light [15] Chap. 3, while
the second one deals with dimming [16]. The third aspect is the color rendering [17]. To handle
these three light emission aspects we need to resort to the human eye properties and behavior.

Flickering effect, that is, the sensation of changes in light intensity is ruled by the second
Bloch’s law [15] in Chap.3 which states that the human eye is able to perceive light intensity
changes if the flashing frequency is of the order of 50÷ 100 Hz. In our scheme this would
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imply TP = 10ms ÷ 20ms, and since we do not work with such a high value of signaling time,
flickering is totally avoided in our system.

Regarding dimming, we should start by considering the (average) power, measured on a
time interval that is the one the retina needs to measure light (Tretina = 20ms). The number of
symbols transmitted by the LEDs within Tretina is Ns = �Tretina/TP� so the power is measured
as:

P = 1
Tretina

∫

Tretina

Ns∑

p=1

∑

c∈C
Ac (p)sc (t − pTP )dt. (2)

If we compare this value with the one obtained with a fixed light in the same interval

P (ill ) =
1

Tretina

∫

Tretina

∑

c∈C
A(ill )
c dt (3)

A(ill )
c being the color light intensity used for illumination, we find that the difference is

ΔP = P (ill ) − P =

1
Tretina

∫

Tretina

∑

c∈C

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝A
(ill )
c −

Ns∑

p=1

Ac (p)sc (t − pTP )

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ dt (4)

As will be clearer in section 4.2 this difference is not perceived by the human eye as confirmed
by the tests based on mean opinion score (MOS) that is a subjective measure of the quality
based on the perception of users [18].

About color rendering, we can refer to the color matching theory [15] Chap. 3, and, by re-
sorting to the international commission on illumination (CIE) 1931 diagram, we know that with
three primary colors we can have all the possibilities within the triangle whose vertexes are on
the boundary of the diagram in correspondence of the primary wavelengths. This is reported
in Fig. 2 where the lines connecting the vertexes represent the bound of the colors that can be
obtained. This implies that, symbol by symbol, the color obtained with the LEDs is not the
same over time. In this context, Fig. 2 represents the colors affordable for an assigned light
intensity level and in particular we indicate with two circles the color related to the symbol
(AG , AR , AB ) = (4, 4, 4) and {AG , AR , AB } = {4, 2, 1}, when M=4.

Also in this case, we can refer to the time needed by retina to acquire a signal in order to
evaluate the colors emitted by the LEDs. This can be easily evaluated via short time Fourier
Transform. Hence, the spectrum is essentially given by:

X ( f ) =
1

Tretina

∫

Tretina

Ns∑

p=1

∑

c∈C
Ac (p)sc (t − pTP )e−i2π ftdt (5)

As it is possible to note from (5), different color components are present and the perceived
color is expected to be a mixture of different levels of white and other colors ranging from red
to green and blue. Also in this case, for a fast signaling rate, the second Bloch’s law helps our
discussion. In fact, when the maximum light level is emitted, a high light intensity (white) is
obtained. Other colors, with lower light intensity are essentially not perceived due to the band-
pass behavior of the eye with respect to the quick transition (of the order of milliseconds or less)
of the light intensity. To corroborate this conjecture, we report in section 4 the evaluation of the
perceived color with a MOS test.

Still regarding the system architecture proposed in this work, at the receiver we assume to
have 3 different photodiodes each one tuned on the corresponding R, G, B LEDs. This is pos-
sible thanks to the use of optical analog filters (OAFs) as depicted in Fig. 1. Hence, the first
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Fig. 2. CIE 1931 diagram with primaries and an example of symbol (4,4,4) and (4,2,1).

photodiode is tuned on red, the second on green and the third one on blue. This can be obtained
by using colored transparent stripes. Summarizing, we consider a MIMO architecture with 3
transmit LEDs and 3 receive photodiodes. The channel impulse response between the c-th LED
and j-th photodiode is denoted as hc j (t). The composite MIMO channel response is

H(t) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
hRR (t) hRG (t) hRB (t)
hGR (t) hGG (t) hGB (t)
hBR (t) hBG (t) hBB (t)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

As an example, the vector [hRR (t) hRG (t) hRB (t)] is essentially the spatio-temporal signa-
ture induced by the red light across the three photodiodes thus meaning that we can measure
the pulse emitted by red LED from three different points of view. The matrix structure induces
the following remark related to correlation among channels, both from a space and time point
of view. With the above matrix, we are in the presence of nine channels. If the channels are spa-
tially correlated, we cannot distinguish among the different components also in the presence of
perfect channel knowledge at the receiver. This is essentially due to the impossibility of invert-
ing the effect of channel matrix and process it to obtain a diagonal one. Proper spacing of LEDs
can reduce correlation [19] in Chap. 6 and this allows also a better light pointing if needed for
illumination purposes [20]. The above formulation allows us to detail the received signal. In
fact, given that the signal Ac sc (t) is emitted by the c-th LED, the whole signal received at the
j-th photodiode (with j ∈ C) is given by

yj (t) =
∑

c∈C
Ac sc (t) ∗ hc j (t) + w j (t) (7)

where ∗ is the convolution operator, hc j (t) is the whole channel impulse response, that is generic
element of the matrix H(t), while w j (t) is the additive white Gaussian noise. Before proceeding,
it is mandatory to explain the role played by hc j (t) and the different features that compose the
channel impulse response. The term hc j (t) can be exploded as follows

hc j (t) = fL (t) ∗ fc j (t) ∗ fPD (t) ∗ fFSPc j
(t) (8)
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where fL (t) models the effect of a possibly present lens used to focus the light beam as depicted
in Fig. 1 and its modeling can be easily obtained [22]. Furthermore, fc j (t) in (8) is the impulse
response of the OAF represented by the above mentioned colored transparent stripes tuned
on LEDs. Moreover fPD (t) in (8) is the channel impulse response of the photodiode. Last,
fFSPc j

(t) is the effect of free space propagation from the LED associated to the c-th color
to the j-th photodiode that can be modeled according to geometrical parameters. About free
space propagation [21], we consider fFSPc j

(t) without reflectors. In the more general case with
the presence of reflectors, the channel will be wavelength-selective [21]. The referred model
considers also the effect of the wavelength. So the propagation follow the following rule:

fFSPc j
(t) �

m + 1
2π

cosm (φ)dΩ rect(θ/FOV )δ
(
t − dc , j/v

)
, (9)

where FOV is the field of view angle and dΩ is the solid angle subtended by the receiver dif-
ferential area, by assuming Ae (detector size) << d2

c , j , with d distance between the transmitter
and receiver and v the propagation speed,

dΩ = cos(θ)Ae/d
2
c , j , (10)

while φ is the angle of irradiance, θ is the angle of incidence with respect to the receiver axis, and
m is Lambertian order that characterizes the light beam directivity. In this regard, it is possible
to consider the amplitude of the received signal as:

a(d) =
m + 1

2π
cosm (φ)dΩ rect(θ/FOV ). (11)

Still about the mathematical properties of the channel, we highlight that the ideal case for
RGB components is hc j (t) = 0, c � j thus meaning that, for example, the red component
is not received by the G and B tuned photodiodes so the interference between colors (named
self-interference) is absent, thus meaning that the matrix H(t) is diagonal. However, this is
not true in general and self-interference is expected to be present at the photodiode. This kind
of interference is essentially among spatial symbols, that is, spatial intersymbol interference
(ISI). Still about non-idealities, it is also possible that the fPD (t) term is not able to follow the
dynamic behavior of LED so introducing time dispersion, that is, temporal ISI.

3. Detection mechanism

Before detailing the detection mechanism, it is fundamental to consider one key point. In this
system the interference generated by the color cross talk has a twofold nature. From one hand
interference is an impairment for the reliability of the communication link, while from the other
side interference carries information since it is tied to the symbol emitted by other LEDs (other
with respect to the color-tuned photodiode). While it is not difficult to explain why interference
can be disruptive for a communication, it is not so intuitive to explain why it can be useful.
The detection of the symbol related to the c color on the j = c photodiode depends on the
received signal that is the sum of the effect of the channels on the symbols emitted by all the
LEDs so leading to have the symbol-dependent interference as reported in (7). Hence, the idea
for performing detection is to take into account not only the symbols that the c-th LED can
emit but also all the possible symbols emitted by the other (two) LEDs, filtered by the channels.
Moreover, we perform joint detection (and not separated on the three branches), that means,
having a joint measure of useful signal and interfering ones since the signal emitted by a LED
has three different versions at the photodiodes. The detailed description of the mechanism will
specify this latter argumentation.

The preliminary action to take into account is the transmission of a pulse by each LED (with
the other LEDs turned off) so giving rise to a training sequence. This corresponds to assume
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that the transmitted matrix, that collects in the rows the symbols transmitted by the 3 LEDs,
is the identity one. In this way, for example, when the red pulse is sent, the signal at the j-th
photodiode will be

yj (t) = AR sR (t) ∗ hR j (t) + w j (t) (12)

and, since both the training amplitude AR and signal sR (t) are known to the j-th receiver,
this latter can estimate the channel impulse response. Since we will deal with discrete time
estimation, we need to preliminary sample the received signal yj (t) so to have yj (nTs ), Ts

being the sample time. This operation is performed by the analog to digital converter (ADC) as
depicted in Fig. 1. In this way, by extending this mechanism to all the RGB components, we
can observe that the estimation h̃c j (nTs ) of the discrete time channel hc j (nTs ) can be obtained
thanks to the training operation.

A simple way of proceeding is to work in the frequency domain since we deal with energy
components so, by considering Hc j (k) as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of hc j (nTs ), we
have that the estimation H̃c j (k) is given by

H̃c j (k) =
Yj (k)

Sc (k)
(13)

where Yj (k) is the DFT of yj (nTs ) and Sc (k) is the DFT of the sampled pulse transmitted by
the c-th color sc (nTs ). The discrete time version of the estimation can be obtained by applying
the inverse DFT to H̃c j (k). The next step is related to the detection of data symbols. At the j-th
branch, corresponding to the j-th photodiode chain, a (NP × M2 matrix) named Z j is built and
it is defined as follows

Z j = [z
(Acm =1,Acl

=1)
j

... z
(Acm =M,Acl

=M )
j

] (14)

that is the collection of the column vectors z
(Acm =m ,Acl

=l )
j

each one gathering NP samples,
where NP = �TP/Ts�. The generic element of the matrix Z j is given by

Z j [n, v] = y j (nTs ) −
∑

cv ∈C/{ j }
Acv scv (nTs ) ∗ h̃cv j (nTs ). (15)

that is the received sample where we subtract the value of interference by exploring all the M2

values for the symbol emitted Acl and Acm
. It is worth noting that the term v is an auxiliary

variable we use to span the M2 values and it is formally defined as v = (m − 1)M + l where m
and l are the m-th and l-th symbols emitted by cm-th and cl -th interfering LEDs respectively,
while cv collects the pair of colors cm and cl . Hence the use of v helps to sort in the matrix Z j

the symbols emitted by the interfering LEDs.
As previously disclosed, it is possible that the j-th photodiode is unable to present raise and

fall times comparable with LEDs speed, hence an equalization, operated on the sampled signal,
must take place. A possible implementation is the zero forcing (ZF) one, which consists in
estimating the channel between the reference LEDs and the tuned photodiode H̃ j j (k) obtaining
its reciprocal G j j (k) = H̃−1

j j
(k) and then inverting it according to the inverse DFT, so as to

arrive at gj j (nTs ). This allows to consider the equalization as the convolution between each
of the columns of Z j and gj j (nTs ). So, the output of the convolution can be organized in the
(NL × M2) matrix X j defined as follows

X j = [x
(Acm =1,Acl

=1)
j

... x
(Acm =M,Acl

=M )
j

] (16)

where NL = NP + Neq − 1 is the number of samples of the equalized sequence by consider-

ing also the equalizer length Neq , and the general vector x
(Acm =m ,Acl

=l )
j

is the output of the
convolution

x
(Acm =m ,Acl

=l )
j

= z
(Acm =m ,Acl

=l )
j

∗ gj j (nTs ). (17)
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Before proceeding two elements must be highlighted. First, the value assumed by

x
(Acm =m ,Acl

=l )
j

is influenced by several terms. In fact, by observing (7), (15) and (17) one can

argue that x
(Acm =m ,Acl

=l )
j

collects the samples of data emitted by the c-th LED, filtered by the
channel hc j (t) and equalized with gj j (nTs ). Second, it contains also residual self-interference,
filtered by the channels hcm j (t) and hcl j (t) and the above reported equalizer and, more, noise
samples that are no more temporally white since colored by the equalizer. Since we are inter-
ested in measuring what happens every signaling time, we can sum over NL samples, in order
to obtain the energy of the signal, this corresponds to sum the elements of the matrix X j on each
column so as to obtain a single (1 ×M2) row vector

q j =

NL−1∑

n=0

X j [n, v] (18)

whose generic element q j [v] is

q j [v] =
NL−1∑

n=0

x
(Ack

=k ,Acl
=l )

j
. (19)

In order to show how different elements of the transmission/reception chain impacts on term
q j [v], we expand it so as to show the dependencies

q j [v] =
NL−1∑

n=0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∑

c∈C
Ac sc (nTs ) ∗ hc j (nTs ) ∗ gj j (nTs )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ −

NL−1∑

n=0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∑

cv ∈C/{ j }
Av scv (nTs ) ∗ h̃cv j (nTs ) ∗ gj j (nTs )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

NL−1∑

n=0

w j (nTs ) ∗ gj j (nTs ). (20)

In order to perform detection, we gather in the (1 × M) row vector u j the useful signal at
the j-th photodiode when all possible M symbol emitted by the c-th LED (with c = j) are
considered. So, by assuming to indicate as p = 1, ...,M the index of the ASK symbol emitted
by the c-th LED (c = j), the generic element of u j is

u j [p] =
NL−1∑

n=0

Aj [p]s j (nTs ) ∗ h j j (nTs ) ∗ gj j (nTs ). (21)

This allows us to evaluate the distance between two terms. The first one is the received
sequence when interference subtraction is considered by accounting for all possible transmitted
symbols, while the second one is the filtered version of useful signal as in (21). This distance,
measured at the j-th photodiode depends on the symbol (p) emitted by the j-th LED (with
j = c) and the possible interference symbols (v) belonging to other colors:

δ j ,p ,v = (q j [v] − u j [p])2. (22)

By considering the three different branches, we can have a joint measure Δp ,v defined as

Δp ,v =

3∑

j=1

δ j ,p ,v . (23)
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Table 1. Model Parameters
LED transmitters

red wavelength 627 nm
green wavelength 530 nm
blue wavelength 470 nm
maximum transmit power 1.1 W
modulation bandwidth 120 MHz
beam angle 125◦ FWHM (full width half maximum)
lens 30◦

receiver Telstore C7718
FOV 65◦
wavelength range 400 nm - 700 nm
maximum sensitivity wavelength 500 nm
area 1.75 mm2

effective area Ae 5 mm2

receiver Vishay BPW34
FOV 65◦
wavelength range 430 nm - 1000 nm
maximum sensitivity wavelength 850 nm
area 0.78 mm2

effective area Ae 3.3 mm2

Now, since noise is Gaussian and that its components are spatially uncorrelated, the maximum
likelihood criterion asking for maximizing the conditional probability can be solved according
to the following criterion

{ ÂR , ÂG , ÂB } = argmin
AR ,AB ,AG

Δp ,v , (24)

by recalling that the indexes p and v in (23) contain p, l and m. Furthermore, when j is the red
photodiode, l and m refer to the symbol emitted by green and blue respectively, when j is the
green photodiode, l and m refer to the symbol emitted by red and blue respectively, while if j
is the blue photodiode, l and m refer to the symbol emitted by red and green respectively.

Remark - about optimality and complexity
To solve the issues of interference mitigation and channel equalization, the proposed scheme

is not the optimal one since the optimal solution requires to have a 3 × 3 set of Wiener filters
in order to equalize both the direct channel, for example hRR (t) and the interfering ones. How-
ever, the use of OAF filters allows the receiver to work with signals (on each branch) in the
presence of reasonable signal to interference ratio. Moreover, as already specified, this solution
with respect to the optimal one is less costly since it has 3 filters in place of 9. Furthermore,
even though the use of 3 equalization filters may appear more complex with respect to a sin-
gle equalizer operating on the three components, we can argue that the channels are shorter if
compared with the whole channel (RGB to a single photodiode) so reducing the complexity of
each equalizer. Finally, the cost in the detection phase is M3 since this latter is the number of
elements to consider in (24).

4. Numerical results and implementation

We evaluate the performance of the scheme here presented both with Matlab simulations and
implementation of a small testbed based on Arduino boards. In the simulations we use the mod-
eling as for the elements we use in the implementation as, for example, LEDs and photodiodes.
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4.1. Numerical results

For what concerns performance comparison we refer to the work where a 4-ASK modulation is
used [6]. We recall that white-light is used in that MIMO scheme, while RGB LEDs are consid-
ered for our system. For what concerns LEDs, we refer to the Luxeon Star Rebel Red, Green and
Blue [23]. We summarize the key elements in Table 1. Furthermore we suppose to drive signal
generation with a square root raised cosine signal [6] with signalling period TP equating 100ns.
Hence, for the sake of fairness, in this set of simulations we used a modulation bandwidth of
10MHz. This assumption leads to have for our system three times the rate of the MIMO white
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Fig. 3. BER comparison between the proposed scheme with Vishay BPW34 and Telstore
C7718 photodiodes and MIMO white LEDs [6].

LEDs [6] when we use 4-ASK, that is 60Mb/s since we use three LEDs in place of one, while
MIMO with white LEDs achieves 20Mb/s. The channel is simulated by using MATLAB based
CandLES tool [24]. While the FIR filter proposed for MIMO white LEDS [6] has 13-taps length
and a particular setup is performed in order to guarantee convergence, no special setup is needed
in our scheme and the periodical (i.e. every 2000 symbols) re-estimation is performed without
memory, that is, from scratch. In Fig. 3 we reported the BER by considering different signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) levels and we show that the proposed RGB-ASK system achieves lower BER
values. In particular using a Vishay BPW34 photodiode leads to obtain better performance with
respect to use Telstore C7718 since the equalizer is shorter and more reliable so equalization
performs better. The gain offered by the proposed scheme can be justified by observing that
the presence of self-interference can help the detection since it is based on the knowledge of
possible amplitudes associated to the other color components.

Some schemes proposed in the literature are able to achieve higher rates. This is essentially
due to two aspects. First, the bandwidth used is higher, thus meaning, higher symbol rate. More-
over, high-order constellations are used at close distance and the performance falls short when
distance increases. In order to measure the performance of the proposed system with respect
to the symbol rate (thus meaning the bandwidth of the driving signal), we report in Fig. 4 the
achieved BER when 2-ASK, 4-ASK and 8-ASK are used. The considered symbol rate on each
branch is on the horizontal axis. It is important to highlight that we perform simulations under
the hypothesis of using the same modulation bandwidth on each branch [10], hence the rate
is the same for each color. This leads to consider modulation bandwidth levels ranging from
10MHz till to 250MHz and the value on the horizontal axis, in Msymbols/s is numerically
equivalent to the bandwidth. Basing on that, the transmitted rate is given by the product of sym-
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Fig. 4. BER for different values of symbol rates on each transmitting branch and modulation
order.

bol rate and the term 3 log2 M where M is the modulation order, so when 10Ms/s is considered
for each LED (10MHz), we range from 30Mb/s of 2-ASK to 90Mb/s of 8-ASK. On the extreme
right side, a symbol rate of 250Mb/s (that is 250MHz per LED) deals to a rate of 750Mb/s for
2-ASK till to 2.25Gb/s for 8-ASK. The computer simulations refer to a distance of 80cm while
for increasing the symbol rate we reduce the signaling time. Figure 4 shows that for relatively
low rates (values below 50Ms/s, hence 50MHz per LED, leading to rates ranging from 150Mb/s
to 450Mb/s) the BER is below 10−5 while it increases when we consider higher rates. The BER
obtained at 250MHz is poor and the reason is that the equalizer is unable to consider the limits
given by photodiode bandwidth, channel and LED modulation bandwidth. We remark that no
coding is present here thus meaning that, in example, the error rate can be reduced with a cod-
ing scheme as block coding even though at the expense of reducing information rate, that is, net
rate.

4.2. Implementation

In Fig. 5 we report a picture of the implemented system that reflects the scheme reported in Fig.
1 when the transmitter and receiver have 30 cm distance for sake of picture representation. It
is possible to recognize the Arduino board for signal modulation connected to the LEDs that
are red, green and blue whose features are reported in Table 1. LEDs are spaced 2.5cm each
other and able to emit an illumination level of 336 lumen. Moreover, lenses with an angle con-
centration of 30◦ are used. Furthermore the OAFs are disposed in front of each photodiode
(spaced-apart of 2.5cm, Telstore C7718 are used in the picture) and the Arduino (receiving)
board processed the received signal. We drive the emission via a Arduino-Due signal generator
and control board. Also the receiver is reported and it is possible to recognize that the pho-
todiodes have an OAF each tuned on a different color. The three lenses are posed at 3cm from
each LEDs and in the reported results we pose the receiver 97cm from the transmitter if not
differently specified. We proper manage Arduino-Due sketch in order to manage a maximum
aggregate symbol rate till to 84Mb/s by resorting to its clock read status (it has 84MHz proces-
sor). The signal is acquired with a Arduino-Due board sampled with 10 quantization bits via
the USB/serial port. The data are then visualized and saved on a dialog windows controlling the
serial port. After all the data are imported on Matlab where operations like, channel estimation,
channel equalization and data detection are performed according to the mechanisms previously
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Fig. 5. Picture of the implementation of the system. On right hand side transmitter, on left
side receiver with AOFs.

detailed.
In order to both test the performance in terms of BER and check the validity of simulations

in the previous subsection, we report in Fig. 6, the BER as a function of distance between trans-
mitter and receiver, when Vishay BPW34 photodiodes are used for 2-ASK, 4-ASK and 8-ASK.
We detail the performance for test and simulations. The illumination level is the same while the
rate is different. In fact, for 2-ASK we achieve 28Mb/s, for 4-ASK 56Mb/s and 8-ASK 84Mb/s
(with a modulation bandwidth of the driving signal of 9.3MHz). It is possible to appreciate
that the difference between the implementation results (continuous lines) and simulated ones
(dash lines) is really limited. As expected, 8-ASK performs worse with respect to 4-ASK and
2-ASK even though 8-ASK achieves higher bit rate. We remark that at 1 meter the performance
for 2-ASK and 4-ASK are around/below a BER of 10−3. In Fig. 7, we discuss the role played
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Fig. 6. BER evaluation as a function of distance.

by training. We detail the BER achieved when the frequency of training symbols decreases.
Having a low training frequency means that the receiver is not updated about possible channel
changes, while a frequent training signaling allows the receiver to be updated at the cost of low-
ering the net transmission rate. In order to test the behavior of the system when channel changes
we slightly move the receiver with respect to its initial position that is 40 cm, 10 cm ahead and
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10 cm back on a small carriage at a speed of approximately 5cm/s so as to induce changes in the
channel and test the behavior of the system. In this case we compare the use of Vishay BPW34
and Telstore C7718 photodiodes for 2, 4 and 8-ASK. It is possible to appreciate in Fig. 7 the
BER as a function of much frequent estimation is performed. So, a value of ten means that
training symbols are sent every 10 data symbols (and this reduces the data rate of 9%). In Fig. 7,
all the configurations, that is, photodiodes used and modulation formats, present constant BER
values till to the case of training symbols sent every 1000 data symbols (rate reduction 0.1%).
When we consider the case of 10000 symbols sent without any training the BER increases till
to achieve values of the order of 10−7 ÷ 10−6. When the training becomes more sporadic the
performance falls short since the BER achieves values around 10−2 ÷ 10−5. From this, we can
conclude that sending training every 1000 symbols is a very good compromise when the move-
ment of the receiver is in line with the above described behavior. Vishay photodiodes performs
better since the equalizer is shorter (in terms of number of samples) with respect to that required
by Telstore one, since the former is able to follow the symbol rate. However its gain with respect
to a less performing photodiode is limited. Higher BER values achived for sporadic signaling
are due to the outdated version of the channel available at the receiver since it uses for detection
mechanism an old knowledge about the channel and, by considering that changes in distance
and angle incurs, the variations can be sensible.
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Fig. 7. BER evaluation as a function of training sequence frequency when the receier is
moving.

4.3. Illumination issues: subjective tests

About color rendering, we asked 50 candidates with age ranging from 22 to 60 years old to
evaluate the quality of the white (light) we obtain with the three LEDs. We projected the light
constituted by the above mentioned RGB LEDs on a white paper and the candidates were asked
to evaluate the white quality by classifying it in white, white with some red components, white
with green components, white with blue components and white with other components (oc) that
means yellow, magenta and cyan. The result of the mean opinion score is reported in Table 2. It
is possible to note that 48 out 50, that is 96%, recognize the light as pure white, independently
of the number of symbols constituting the modulation constellation. On the other hand, 1 out
of 50, that is 2% recognizes the light as white with some elements of green, while 1 has the
perception of a white/red light with 2-ASK and 4-ASK. For 8-ASK one has the perception of
white/blue light and one white/red. These results allow us to conclude that the human eye is
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very low sensible to the use of different symbols when ASK is used, so the color rendering is
really good.

Table 2. Mean Opinion Score on color rendering on 50 candidates
modulation white white/red white/green white/blue white oc

2-ASK 48 1 1 0 0
4-ASK 48 1 1 0 0
8-ASK 48 1 0 1 0

Table 3. Mean Opinion Score on light intensity on 50 candidates

modulation bad poor fair good excellent

2-ASK 0 0 0 1 49
4-ASK 0 0 0 1 49
8-ASK 0 0 0 1 49

The same kind of test has been executed with the same sample regarding the level of illumina-
tion by using as reference all the lights always on with a A(ill )

c that corresponds to the maximum
light intensity of the ASK modulation signal. The results are reported in Table 3. We asked the
50 candidates to give a score from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent) with possible choice of 2 (poor), 3
(fair), 4 (good). The sample experienced a light illumination level that is for the 98% equal the
the one used for illumination when the maximum level is held constant. More, also in this case,
the ASK modulation format does not influence the evaluation in the sense that the light intensity
is perceived as the same for 2, 4, 8 ASK.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a VLC scheme using ASK characterized by three LEDs, red green and blue, and
three photodiodes each tuned on the three components respectively. We detailed a mechanism
that implicitly uses the effect of self-interference since this latter is symbol-dependent. Further-
more, we numerically evaluated the performance and compared it with another scheme from
the literature. Moreover, we implemented the scheme on a Arduino board and presented the
test results. We obtain a good illumination level and color rendering as underlined by subjective
measurements. Furthermore, dealing with communication aspects, we perform better with re-
spect to a MIMO scheme operating with white LEDs proposed in the literature and our scheme
is a good candidate for real-time implementation since it presents low complexity and does not
assume perfect knowledge about channel. Further developments will deal with implementation
at higher speed with respect to the maximum shown in this contribution.
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